Portion-Packed Bowls

J.T.M.’s individually portioned, heat and eat pasta bowls are conveniently packed in ovenable/microwavable bowls making them a smart solution for your emergency feeding programs. They can be easily packed and distributed for heating at home.

Features and Benefits:
- Labor savings
- Minimize Waste
- Great for Grab n Go Meals

Products (30 bowls/case):

#5991 Steel Cut Oatmeal w/Brown Sugar
6.0 oz • 1 WGR equiv.

#5783 NEW Penne Pasta Alfredo
6.0 oz • 2.0 M/MA • 1.0 WGR equiv.

#5385 NEW Three Bean Chili Bowl
8.0 oz • 2.0 M/MA • 1/4 c R/O veg • 1/2 c legume

#5781 WGR Mac & Cheese (Stick Pasta)
6.0 oz • 2.0 M/MA • 1.0 WGR equiv.

#5782 WGR Mac & Cheese (Large Elbow)
6.0 oz • 2.5 M/MA • 1.0 WGR equiv.

#5163 NEW WGR Cheeseburger Mac
6.0 oz • 2.0 M/MA • 1.0 WGR equiv.

#5501 WGR Rotini with Meat Sauce
8.0 oz = 2.0 M/MA • 1.0 WGR equiv. • 1/4 c. R/O veg

#5502 WGR Spaghetti with Meat Sauce
8.0 oz = 2.0 M/MA • 1.0 WGR equiv. • 1/4 c. R/O veg

See reverse for heating and handling information.
On-Site Heating (Keep Frozen)
Preferred method--Steamer: Place a case of frozen bowls in the steamer on a perforated tray or pan. Heat at 212 degrees F for 25-30 minutes, or until the product reaches the desired serving temperature based on local requirements. Serve or move to a heated holding cabinet until ready for hot service. If a steamer isn’t available, then use the dry heat method:

Convection Oven: Preheat the convection oven to 350 degrees F, with the fan set on low. Place a case of frozen bowls in the oven on a sheet pan with parchment paper, if available. Heat for 25 to 30 minutes, or until the product reaches the desired serving temperature based on local requirements. Serve or move to a heated holding cabinet until ready for hot service.

At Home Heating From Frozen:
Instructions are based on heating a single portion bowl from frozen. Note that heating times may vary based on the oven load and/or the quantity of portion bowls being heated at one time.
Do not remove the vented film top prior to heating.

Conventional Oven:
1. Preheat the conventional oven to 350º F.
2. Place frozen bowls in the oven on a sheet pan.
3. Heat for 25 - 30 minutes, or until the product reaches the desired serving temperature based on local requirements.
4. Carefully remove film from bowl and stir prior to enjoying.

Microwave Oven (one portion bowl):
1. Place one frozen portion bowl in the microwave (do not remove the vented film).
2. Heat on high for 6 minutes, or until the product reaches the desired serving temperature based on local requirements.
3. Carefully remove the vented film top and stir prior to enjoying.

At Home Heating From Refrigerated:
Instructions are based on heating a single portion bowl from refrigerated (stored for no more than 7 days at a temperature between 33º F – 40º F). Note that heating times may vary based on the number of portion bowls being heated at one time.

Do not remove the vented film top prior to heating.

Conventional Oven:
1. Preheat the conventional oven to 350º F.
2. Place refrigerated bowls in the oven on a sheet pan.
3. Heat for 18 - 22 minutes, or until the product reaches the desired serving temperature based on local requirements.
4. Carefully remove the vented film top and stir prior to enjoying.

Microwave Oven (one portion bowl):
1. Place one refrigerated portion bowl in the microwave (do not remove the vented film).
2. Heat on high for 3 minutes for an 8 oz bowl and 2 minutes for a 6 oz bowl, or until the product reaches the desired serving temperature based on local requirements.
3. Carefully remove the vented film top and stir prior to enjoying.